Vitature® Supplier Collaboration

Regulatory Compliance Collaboration Just Got Easier with Vitature®
Vitature® is the cloud-based solution that digitizes, centralizes, and standardizes the exchange of material
compliance data and documentation between dietary supplement manufacturers and raw material suppliers.
Vitature helps the dietary supplement industry with a solution that supports compliance transparency, so that
both manufacturers and suppliers can work more efficiently and get products to market faster.

Currently, managing the large amount of information required to prove the identity and source of your products,
using spreadsheets, shared drives, and email, is overwhelming and inefficient. These antiquated tools are difficult
to scale and keep up with. In addition, these tools don’t provide insight into the completeness of your regulatory
compliance records, making sharing and managing this information a time-consuming nightmare.

Vitature does away with these tedious manual processes. It allows manufacturers to quickly find, qualify, and
collaborate with suppliers, while suppliers can manage their company profile and product catalog, as well as

collaborate with manufacturers on new requirements.

Centralized Platform for Regulatory
Compliance Management & Collaboration
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Vitature® Supplier Collaboration

How Does Vitature Benefit Suppliers?
Cloud-Based Solution
The centralized platform for fielding customer requests and managing your compliance data, documentation, and
company profile is accessible from any web browser.

Standardizes Information Exchange
Template-based forms and normalized document checklists organize your compliance information. No more
entering the same data into 100 different forms!

Automates Manual Processes
Uploads product data and documentation concurrently, so it’s ready to leverage for customer requests. Informs
customers of documentation changes before they happen.

Ensures Part 11 Compliance
A secure collaboration portal allows you to control what information is shared and maintains digital audit trails of
all communication with customers.

Manages Document Expirations
Tracks your customers' expiring documents and provides quick updates.

Boosts Competitive Advantage
Includes the safety and business practices you need to be proactive with existing customers and to turn prospects
into new customers

Centralizes Customer Requests
Reduces email back-and-forth with prospective customers and makes customer requests accessible in one place.

Leverages Your Company Profile
Includes a supplier database with product catalogs, when available. Update your company profile so potential
customers can find you and connect directly.

Increases Product Catalog Visibility
Upload your products into a searchable database so potential (and existing) customers can find them and connect
with you via the secure collaboration portal.

Suppliers, Join Vitature for Free at https://vitature.net/register
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